College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Curriculum Committees Spring 2013

Number in parentheses indicates to which year of three-year term 2012/2013 corresponds.

Humanities Curriculum Committee (HUCC)

Stephen Esposito (3)  Classical Studies
Carrie Preston (1)  English
Emine Fetvaci (2)  History of Art & Architecture
Peter Schwartz (3)  Modern Foreign Languages & Literatures
Daniel Star (2)  Philosophy
Tom Michael (2)  Religion
Alicia Borinsky (1)  Romance Studies
CAS student
GRS student

Natural Sciences Curriculum Committee (NSCC)

Liz Blanton (1)  Astronomy
Phil Lobel (2)  Biology
Ramesh Jasti (1)  Chemistry
Rich West (3)  Computer Science
Lucy Hutyra (1)  Earth & Environment
Steve Rosenberg (2)  Mathematics & Statistics
Ami Katz (1)  Physics
David Somers (2)  Psychology
CAS student
GRS student

Social Sciences Curriculum Committee (SSCC)

Shahla Haeri (3)  Anthropology
Ricardo Elia (1)  Archaeology
Sambuddha Ghosh (3)  Economics
Ian Sue Wing (3)  Earth & Environment
Clifford Backman (3)  History
Igor Lukes (1)  International Relations
Judith Swanson (2)  Political Science
Stacey Doan (2)  Psychology
Japonica Brown-Saracino (2)  Sociology
CAS student
GRS student

Administrative Support

Susan Jackson  Room 106
Senior Associate Dean  725 Commonwealth
W. Jeffrey Hughes  Room 112
Associate Dean, GRS  705 Commonwealth
Peter Law  Room 106
Senior Academic Administrator  725 Commonwealth  x3-7243  pgl@bu.edu
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